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M.J. van Diepen and K.M. van Hee

Abstract
A formal semantics for Z based on naive settheory is presented. In this approach a so-called
Zbase is postulated to be used in the definition of a Zscript (a specification). From a Zbase
we may construct a more powerfull Zbase by a Zscript. This allows us to work in a modular
way. In our approach the semantics of a schema is a table from the relation datamodel. This
suggests a link with the relational algebra and this link is further explored.
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Introduction

The Z notation is a language and style for expressing formal specifications of computing
systems and is invented by J .R. Abrial. It is based on a typed set theory, and the notion of a
'schema' is one of its key features. A schema combines a collection of typed variables with a
relationship specified by a predicate (or some axioms) and Z provides notations for defining
schemas and later combining them in various ways so that large specifications can be built
up in stages. We assume the reader to be familiar with the Z notation, see for instance Hayes
([Hay87]) and Spivey ([Spi88]).
The Z notation is very close to the notation of tables in the relational algebra. In fact Z
allows to define finite or even infinite tables in an implicit way, while the relational algebra
only manipulates explicitly defined finite tables. This feature of Z gives it its power to use
tables for specification of operations over infinite domains. One of our goals is to analyse the
relationship between Z and the relational algebra in more detail. Both Z and the relational
algebra are notations and so they should have semantics. We will show that the relational
algebra can be embedded into Z. We use the notation of a script: a set of definitions in which
a name is given to expressions. In fact we construct a mapping ,p from Rscripts, i.e. scripts
in the relational algebra, to Zscripts and a partial mapping </> the other way around such that
,p and ¢ are semantics preserving, ¢ 0 ,p is the identity on Rscript and ,p 0 ¢ is a subset of
the identity on Zscripts. To this end we need a formal semantics of both Z and the relational
algebra. We have chosen the naive, untyped settheory for our semantic domain. This allows
us to interpret Z-schema expressions and expressions in the relational algebra as subsets of a
generalised cartesian product, called tables.
Our semantics is more intuitive than Spivey's. Another difference with Spivey's approach is
that we don't want to define well-known concepts, like the natural numbers and their operators (In Hayes these operators are not considered!). Spivey only assumes the set concept to
be known. We introduce the concept of a Zbase. A Zbase contains names for already given
functions, including constants, types and schemas, and in addition a function that assigns to
these names their meaning. This, so-called interpretation function is not defined explicitly,
it is assumed to be known in some form. On top of a Zbase one may define a Zscript using
the Z notation. Each Zscript, can be used to define a new Zbase, which is an extension of
the Zbase of the Zscript. Our second goal is to demonstrate this way of modular definition
of semantics. It resembles a modular style of specifications too, because a designer will use
a Zbase, appropriate to its application domain, and he will not use the formal definitions of
the concepts of this Zbase.
Our Z notation differs on minor points from the notation proposed in [Hayes87] and [Spivey88].
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We did not include several notations to keep our treatment concise. We made a strict distinction between types, functions and schemas. Only types can be used to define the domain
of a variable in a scllema definition, in a set definition or to bound a variable by a quantor in
a logical expression. Schemas are not allowed in these places. This is not a strong restriction
because we have a tuple type which is in fact a schema without a restricting logical expression.
So if one wants to use a schema as a type, one defines a tuple type by deleting the logical
expression of the schema and one adds this logical expression as a conjunct to the logical
expression of the schema definition, the set definition or the quantified expression. Another
point of difference is the definition of functions. One wants to define functions in a Zscript
that can be used in several schema definitions. So it should be global definitions. Hayes is not
very precise on this point. Spivey has a special construct to define functions globally, it may
be considered as an unnamed schema. We reserve one schema, called Context, to define all
the functions that should be defined globally. In fact we consider this schema to be included
in all other schemas. With regard to recursion we adopt the same view as Spivey and Hayes
do. Our notation allows recursive functions to be defined, but does not allow recursive type
and schema definitions.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we define the concept of a Zbase, we give
a syntax for our restricted version of the Z notation, we sketch the construction of an interpretation function for a Zscript given a Zbase, and finally we give the construction of a
new Zbase. The details of context conditions of the syntax and of the construction of the
interpretation function can be found in appendices Band C. Appendix A gives a glossary of
the used mathematical notation.
In section 3 we follow the same approah for the relational algebra. Here we also make a
clear distinction between syntax and semantics. Details regarding context conditions and the
construction of the interpretation function can be found in appendices D and E. Finally in
section 4 we consider the embedding of the relational algebra in Z. Many details are given in
appendices F and G.
In [BjMner82] also the relational algebra is considered but from a totally different point of
view. There the VDM language is used to define the relational model while we try to compare
the relational model as a specification language to the Z language.
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From Zbase to Zbase

We start with the definition of a Zbase. In a Zbase the precise structure of the objects type
set, function and schema is not important. For the semantics of functions and schemas we
only have to know their signatures and an interpretation function.
The variables, functions, schemas etc. find their names in an alphabet A of names. TN, SN,
FN, CN, and VN are mutually disjoint subsets of A and denote respectively the set of type
set names, the set of schemanames, the set of functionnames, the set of constantnames, and
the set of variablenames.
Definitionl Formally a Zbase is a 6-tuple <tn, gn, sgnp, sn, sgns, I> where
• tn is a subset of TN, gn is a subset of FN U CN and sn is a subset of SN,
• sgnp is a total function from gn to tn' (tn' denotes the set of all finite sequences of
elements of tn). The function sgnp gives the signature of every element of gn as a
sequence of type set names. In this representation the sequence to·tl .... ·t n , n2::0
denotes to +-- tl X ••• xt n . The arity of element fEgn can now be defined as the length
of sequence sgnp(f) minus one (len(sgnp(f))-l). A constant is an element of gn with
arity nill (no arguments). The set of constants is denoted by CN. The set offunctions
is denoted by fn.
3

• sgns is a total function from sn to the set of partial functions from VN to tn.
• 1 is an interpretation function for tn, gn and sn. The language to define 1 is based on
the naive, untyped settheory or Z itself. 1 is defined such that
for every type set name tEtn, I( t) is a set.
for every functionname fEfn with sgnp(f)=tO·tl· ... ·t n and n;::l,
I(f) is a mapping from I(tt) X ••• xI(t n ) to I(to).
Note that for a constantname cECN with signature t, l(c)EI(t).
for every schemaname sEsn, I( s) is a subset of IT(losgns( s))
where for a setvalued function F, IT(F) is defined by
I1(F)={f I f is a function over dom(F) and IfxEdomU)"f(x)EF(x)}.
IT is called the generalised cartesian product.

-

For example, a possible Zbase would be
<
{nat}
{+, *,0,1, ... }
{< +, nat 3 >, < *, nat 3 >, < 0, nat>, ... }

{S}
{ <S, {<x, nat>,<y, nat>}}
1

>

where 1 is defined such that
• nat denotes the set of naturals.

• +

and

* denote respectively the addition and multiplication of naturals.

• true, false, 0, 1, ... denote respectively true, false, 0, 1, ....
• I(S)={tE I1({<x, I(nat», <y, I(nat»}) I t(x) = 2xt(y)}.

2.1

Syntax and Semantics of the Z notation

A Zbase forms the base of a Zscript. Types find their base in type set names, predicates in
functionnames and schema expressions in schemanames and explicitly defined schemas.

2.1.1

Meta-syntax

We first define a meta-syntax. This meta·syntax is BNF with the following extensions:
1. Any underlined part of the syntax must be taken literally.

2. Any part of the syntax between '<>' triangular brackets may be repeated; each such
repetition must be preceded with a comma ','.
So a ::= < b > is shorthand for a ::= b I b,a.
3. Any part of the syntax between '[1' brackets may be omitted.
So a ::= [bJc is shorthand for a ::= clbc.
4. VARS denotes the set (FN U VN u CN)\gn.
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2.1.2

Syntax

Each Z notation depends on a Zbase. Of course the syntax does not depend on the interpretation function of the base. Our syntax is closely related to Hayes'.
Given a Zbase < tn, fn, sgnF, sn, sgns, I > the syntax is given by
Type expressions
typex ::= tn

I P(typex)
I itypexx~"xtypex2
I typex--->typex
I I < VN~typex > 1
The simplest types are the type set names of tn. More complex types can be build in combination with the type constructors P (powerset), ---> (function) and a special tuple type
constructor [Xl : T""" xn : Tn]. The schema type constructor provides in our need of
schemas to be used as types.
Logical expressions
constant ::=

eN

i

< constant > 1

< constant1'''lconstant >
< < VN~constant > >
term ::= constant
I VN[ i term
I FN( < term> )
Ii <-VN ~typex ;, llogexl

2]

atom ::= term 0 term
where 0: E,C,=,$,~,<,>

logex ::= atom
Ilogex 0 logex where 0: /I, V,=?,¢}
I :::clog ex
I :t[VN,typexllogex]
I 2IVN;./ypexIlogex

I

Note the difference between tuple types and set types.
For example,
[x:nat, y:nat I x = y ] denotes a set of tuples {tE I1( {<x, N>, <y, N>}) I t(x) = t(y)}
and { x:nat, y:nat I x = y } denotes the set of pairs { <x,y> I xEN /I yEN /I x = Y },
where N is the set of naturals denoted by nat.
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Schemas
schema ::= I <VARS~(typex ITN) > Fogexl

Schema-expressions
sexp ::= schema
Isn
I sexp/lsexp
I :::!sexp
I sexpllogex
I sexpl\. <VN>
I sexp\( <VN> )
I sexpI <VNiVN>
I pre sexp
I post sexp
I sexp@sexp

( conjunction)
(negation)
(restriction)
(projection)
(hiding)
(renaming)
(precondition)
(postcondition)
( composition)
(piping)

1

1

I sexp~sexp
Schema definitions
sdeJ ::= SN := sexp

Type definitions
tdeJ ::= TN := typex

Function definitions
JdeJ s ::= Context;.=. schema

Zscript
zscript ::= ([< tdeJ >UJdeJsU< sdeJ

>ll

Remark All new function (constant) definitions are encapsulated within one schema. The
schema name Context is reserved for this purpose. The variables declared in the schema
Context must of course denote functions or constants and are treated as global variables of
the other schemas which are part of the Zscript. This semantics condition is further elaborated
in the next section.
Remark The syntax takes care of the fact that we don't want (for simplicity) that a name
given to a type expression can itself be part of another type expression defined in the same
Zscript. The same applies to the use of schemanames. Note that this excludes recursive typeand schema- definitions.
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Not every Zscript, satisfying the syntax rules, does qualify as a Zscript of a Zbase. There
are several context conditions a Zscript must satisfy. For instance, each variable declared in
the schema Context must have a type of the form t or to <- tt X ••• X tn where t, to, ... tn
are typenames and each such typename must be an element of tn or there must be a type
definition with the same name in the left-hand side (of the ':=' sign). Some important context
conditions are given in appendix B, the obvious ones are omitted.
We conclude this section by given an example Zscript. Given the example Zbase in the
forgoing section, a possible Zscript would be
Context := [faculty: nat -+ nat I
If[ n: nat I
(( n = 0 V n = 1 ) ~ faculty( n) = 1) /I
( n 2: 2 ~ faculty(n) = n * faculty(n - 1) )]],
T := [i? nat, j! : nat I j! = faculty(i?) ]

2.2

Semantics

The next step is to give the formal semantics for the Zscript. This implicitely defines the
semantics of the Z notation. The semantics are given by the function J. The language to
define J is based on the naive, untyped set theory.
A schema or schema expression describes a relation between the variables declared within
the schema or schema expression, that only holds if the predicate of the schema or schema
expression holds. So, the schema [x: nat;y: Pnat I x E y] describes the set of all tuples (x,y)
where x is of type nat and y is of type Pnat that satisfy x E y.
The semantics of a Z expression depends on the context in which the expression must be
evaluated.

The context of an expression is modelled by a value called environment. An

environment is a partial function from the set of names into the semantic domain, resolving any
ambiguities concerning the meaning of names. The meaning of an expression is determined
once an environment establishes the context for the expression. The environment for an
expression must be such that each name in the expression is given a semantic value. The
environment is extended each time a name is introduced. Context condition 12 takes care of
the fact that the extended environment remains a functions.
In the sequel we assume the semantics of expression E to be defined in the environment
denoted bye, unless stated otherwise. J;(E) denotes the semantics of expression E to be
evaluated in environment i. Only in those cases where the semantics are to be defined in
an extended environment this is explicitly defined. In/v(E) denotes the semantics of the
expression E in the environment extended with the name, semantic value pair < n, v >. The
meaning of a name n in the environment e is given by e( n).
The environment of a Zscript of a Zbase equals the interpretation function of the Zbase.
The semantics of the Zscript is defined as the the extension of the interpretation function of
the Zbase with the semantic value assignments to the schema Context (if present) and every
defmed schemaname and type set name in the Zscript.
The variables declared in the schema Context must denote functions or constants. There are
at least two solutions to define global functio~s in the schema Context. One solution is to
require that the designer of a specification only makes specifications such that there is only
one function that satisfies the logical expression. Hence in this case the semantics of the
schema Context contains one tuple.
Another solution is to use the standard approach of denotational semantics [Schmidt88] to
consider on all types in a Zbase the discrete partial ordering for lifted domains. Then we
may define a function specified in Context as the smallest function that satisfies the logical
expression. For a full definition of the semantics function J we refer to appendix C. The
definition proceeds along the usual lines of denotational semantics ([Schmidt88]).
7

We will explain the workings of the function J by the example Zbase and Zscript introduced
in the forgoing sections. In fact, we will only determine the semantics of the schema Context.
Let Il = «n = 0 V n = 1) =? faculty(n) = 1).
Let 12 = (n 2': 2 =? faculty(n) = n * faculty(n)).
The interpretation function i of the Zbase assigns the names nat, *,0, 1, ... there semantic
value, which respectively are N, x,O, 1, ....
J;(Context) = {x E fl({ < faculty, J(nat -+ nat)}) I J/aculty/x./aculty(V[n: nat 11l1l/2])}
= {x E fI({< faculty,N -+ N)}) I Vii E J(nat): I n /ii(1l1l12)}
= {x E fI({< faculty,N -+ N)})
I Vii EN: «ii = 0 Vii == 1) =? x.faculty(ii) = 1)11
(ii 2': 2 =? x.faculty(ii) = ii X x.faculty(ii».

2.3

Construction of a new Zbase

The construction of a new Zbase out of an old Zbase and a Zscript for that old Zbase is
straightforward. The old Zbase is copied directly in the new Zbase and because the constructs
of the Zscript meet the requirements imposed on a Zbase, these constructs can be easily
incorporated in the new Zbase. The new Zbase can be found by applying the rules given
hereafter.
Let a Zbase < tn, gn, sgnF, sn, sgns, I > be given.
Let ntn be the set of type set names defined in the Zscript Zs.
Let nfn be the set offunctions(constants) defined in the Zscript Zs (V(Context)).
Let nsn be the set of schemas defined in the Zscript Zs.
Let j be the semantics of the Zscript Zs. j gives in addition to the semantic value assignments
to type set names, function names and schema names in the Zbase (the function i), each name
in ntn, nfn and nsn a semantic value.
The new Zbase is defined by < tn', gn', sgn'F, sn', sgn's, l' > where
• tn' = tn U ntn,
• fn'

= gn U nfn,

• sgn'F(f) = sgnF(f), fEgn,
sgn'F(f) = VT(Context)(f), fEnfn,
• sn'

= sn

U nsn,

• sgn's(s) = sgns(s), sEsn,
sgn's(s) = VT(se), sEnsn and se is the schema expression associated with s in Zs by
s := se,

• 1'(n) == j(n), nEtn U ntn U gn U sn U nsn,
1'(n) = j(Context)(n), Enfn.
Using this construction one may build up libraries of specifications. We only have to start
with one or more primitive Zbases and then we form new ones. If an application designer
understands a Zbase he can use it without going back to define all the schemas used. If an
application designer understands a Zbase he can use it without going back to define all the
schemas used.
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3

Syntax and semantics of relational algebra

A similar iterative process as seen in the preceding sections can be applied to relational
algebra. For an informal definition of the relational algebra we refer to Ullman ([UIl82]). The
differences stem from the facts that
1. functions are not part of relational algebra,

2. only the relational operators =, $, 2:, <, > are allowed,
3. new constants cannot be defined,
4. domain (type) constructs are not possible, i.e. we cannot define new domains,
5. an attribute can only have one domain,

6. infinite relations and implicit definitions of relations are not possible.
In our approach an attribute can be associated with several types and relations can be infinite.

3.1

Rbase

The names to denote constants, domains, tables and attributes come from an alphabet A
of names. CN, DN, TABN, and AN are mutually disjoint subsets of A and denote respectively the set of constantnames, the set of domains, the set of tablenames, and the set of
attributenames.
A Rbase is a 6-tuple < dn, cn, sgnC, tabn, sgnT, I> where
• dn is a subset of DN, cn is a subset of CN and tabn is a subset of TABN'
• sgnC E cn

-+

• sgnT Etabn

dn, domain of each constant,

-+

(AN

f+

dn),

• I is an interpretation function for dn, cn and tabn. The definition of I is based on the
naive, untyped settheory
I is defined such that
- for every domainname dEdn, I( d) is a set,
- for every constantname cEcn, I(c)EI(sgnc(c)),
- for every tablename tabEtabn, I(tab) ~ IT( I 0 sgnT(tab)).

3.2

Syntax

A Rbase forms the base of a Rscript. Given the Rbase < dn, cn, sgnc, tabn, sgnT, I > the
syntax is given by
Relational logical expressions
constant ::= cn

term ::= constant
IAN
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atom ::= term 8 term
where 8: =,:O;,~,<,>

rlogex ::= atom
I rlogex 8 rlogex where 8 : II, V, =?, ¢}
l::crlogex

Table expressions
texp ::= tabn
ItexpWexp
I texp-texp
I texpNtexp
I texP1t{ < AN > 1
I !L(texp;rlogex)
I e[texpJ < AN}AN

(union)
( difference)
(join)
(projection)
( selection)
(renaming)

> 12

table definitions
tabdef ::= TABN :=texp

Rscript

rscript ::= [< tabdef

>J

For some important context conditions, we refer to appendix D.

3.3

Semantics

The semantics of a Rscript for a Rbase are given by the function J and proceeds along the
same lines as for the Zscript. Only the extensions of the environment are explicated. The
environment of the Rscript of a Rbase is given by the interpretation function of the Rbase.
For a full definition of the semantics function J we refer to Appendix E.
Given a Rbase < dn, cn, sgnc, tabn, sgnT, I > and the set ntabn of table names defined in a
Rscript Rs where j is the interpretation of Rs, i.e. the extension of the interpretation function
I of the Rbase with the semantic value assignments to the tablenames of ntabn, the resulting
Rbase is defined by < dn', cn', sgn'c, tabn', sgn'T, J > where
• tabn' = tabn u ntabn, ntabn n tabn =

0

• sgn'T(tab) = sgnT(tab), tabEtabn,
sgn'T(tab) = AV(te), tabEntabn and te is the table expression associated with tab by
Rs.
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4

Link between Z and relational algebra

In this section we formalise the link between Z and the relational algebra, by constructing
two mappings, one from Zbases to Rbases and one the other way round. Given these two
mappings we construct two other mappings, one semantics preserving mapping from Zscri pts
to Rscripts and one semantics preserving mapping from Rscripts to Zscripts. In fact we show
the following:

• For every Zbase there is a Rbase such that there is a partial semantics preserving
function from Zscripts to Rscripts. The domain of this function is the set of Zscripts
satisfying
1. an empty type definition part,

2. an empty function definition part,
3. with respect to the ..
only,

I ..

schema operator, restriction to relational logical operators

4. restriction to the schema names of the Zbase as the only base operands, i.e. schema is
not allowed as part of a schema expression.
y J may not be part of a schema
For example the expression [x: nat; y: nat I x
expression. In the relational algebra tables cannot be defined implicitly.

=

• The other way around we can show that for every Rbase there is a Zbase such that
there is a total semantics preserving function from Rscripts to Zscripts.
So, in the first case, we have to show the existence of a semantics preserving function from
schema expressions obeying rules 3 and 4 to table expressions. Of course the schema expressions must satisfy the rules imposed on Zscripts. The same applies to the table expressions,
in the second case, with regard to the Rscripts.

4.1

From Z to the Relational Algebra

We construct a trivial total function F from Zbases to Rbases and for every Zbase Zb a
semantics preserving function q,( s) from schema expressions for Zbase Zb, satisfying rules 3
and 4 and the rules imposed on a Zscript, to table expressions for Rbase F(Zb), satisfying
the rules imposed on Rbases. In the sequel we assume all schema expressions to satisfy rules
3 and 4 and the rules imposed on a Zscript.
Let a Zbase Zb = < tn, gn, sgnF, sn ,sgns, i > be given.

The function F With every schema name in sn we associate a table name. Due to the
negation operator there is a need for a table for each variable declaration in any of the schemas
of the Zbase. To each variable declaration we assign a name, which will become a table name
in the corresponding Rbase. The tablename corresponding with the declaration x : t is given
the same semantics as trhe schema [ x : t I true J. The set of variable declarations can be
extracted from the signature function sgns. Let dtn be the set of these tablenames and let d
be the bijection assigning to each variable declaration a tablename in dtn.
The Rbase Rb corresponding to Zb is given by < dn, cn, sgnc, tabn, sgnT, j > where
• dn equals the set of type set names tn.
11

• en equals the set of constants in gn.
• sgnc(c) = sgnF(c), cEcn.
• tabn = sn U dtn, sn

n dtn

=

0.

• sgnT(tab) = sgns(tab), tabEsn,
sgnT(tab) = {< x,t >}, tabEdtn and tab is assigned to the declaration x : t, i.e.
d- 1(tab) = x : t.
• j(t) = i(t), tEtn,
j(c) i(c), cEcn,
j( tab) = i( tab), tabEsn,
j(tab) = IT({< x,i(t) >}), tabEdtn and tab is assigned to the declaration x : t, i.e.
d- 1(tab)
x : t.

=

=

The function ¢( s) The function ¢( s) from schema expressions E for Zb to table expressions
for Rb, satisfying the rules for Rscripts, is defined by
1. If E is a smemaname s Esn
then ¢(E) = s.

2. If E is of the form S1 II S2 where S1, S2 are schema expressions
then ¢(E) = ¢(S1) IX! ¢(82).
3. If E is of the form ~s where 8 is a schema expression
then ¢(E) = IX! {d(v: VT(s)(v» j v E V(8)} \ ¢(s).
4. If E is of the form s

then ¢(E)

II where

= u(¢(s);/).

s is a schema expression and I is a logical expression

r(

5. If E is of the form 8 v) where v1,' .. , Vn E VN and 8 is a schema expression
then ¢(E) = ¢(8) 11' v
6. If E is of the form s \ (v) where V1, ... , Vn E VN and s is a schema expression
then ¢(E) = ¢(s) 11' (V(s) \ v)
7. I~ E is ofthe form s[w \ V) where
SJon

then ¢(E)

V1, ... , V n, W1,' •. , Wn

E VN and 8 is a schema expres-

= p(,p(s);[w\ V).

8. If E is of the form pre s where s is a schema expression
then ¢(E)
,p(8) 11' (V(s) \ (DH U OF».

=

9. If E is of the form post 8 where s is a smema expression
then¢(E) = '¢(8) 11' (V(8) \ (UDUIF».
10. If E is of the form S1 ® 82 where 81,S2 are smema expressions
then '¢( E) = (p( ¢( S1); [h1 (v) \ V) IX! p( ¢( S2»; [h,(z) \ Z'j) 11' (V( 81) - \S A)U(V( 82) \ S B).
where

•
•
•
•

SA={vEV(st)nDHj3wEV(82)nUD. basename(v)=w}.
SB={vEV(S2)nUDj3wEV(S1)nDH. basename(w)=v}.
{V1,"" vn} = V(S1) and h1 is defined as in point 27 Appendix C.
{Z1,"" zn} = V( 82) and h2 is defined as in point 27 Appendix C.
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11. If E is of the form S1 > S2 where
then analogous to point 10.

S1, S2

are schema expressions

Let l' be the interpretation of the schema expressions and J' be the interpretation of the
table expressions. The schema expressions are evaluated in the environment i (interpretation
function Zbase) and the the table expressions in the environment j (interpretation function
Rbase). The function </>( s) has the property that each variable declared in a schema expression
becomes an attribute with the same name in the corresponding table expression. Moreover the
variable and its atrribute counterpart have the same type (domain) and due to the semantic
functions l' and J' the type and corresponding domain have the same semantics.
Lemmal For each schema expression s the following holds
1. V(s) = A(</>(s)).

2. VT(s)

= AV(</>(s)).

3. l' 0 VT(s) = JI

0

AV(</>(s)).

(We omit the proof; it is trivial)
Theoreml For every schema expression s, 1'(s) = J'(</>(s)) holds.
The proof is given in Appendix F and uses induction on the structure of schema expressions.

4.2

From the relational algebra to Z

We associate to each Rbase a Zbase, the total function G, and we construct for every Rbase Rb
a semantics preserving function'" from table expressions for Rb, satisfying the rules imposed
on Rscripts, to schema expressions for Zbase G(Rb), satisfying the rules imposed on Zscripts.
Let a Rbase Rb = < dn, cn, sgno, tabn, sgnT, j > be given.

The function G
>where
• tn

The corresponding Zbase Zb is defined by < tn, gn, sgnF, sn, sgns, i

= dn.

• gn = cn.
• sgnF(c) = sgnc(c), cEcn.

= tabn.
sgns(s) = sgnT(S), sEtabn.
i( d) = j( d), dEdn,
i( c) = j( c), cEfn,
i(s) = j(s), sEtabn.

• sn
•
•
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The function.p The function .p is defined by
1. If E is a table name tab Etabn
then .p(E) = tab.
2. If E is of the form te, U te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then .p(E) = ..,(..,.p(te,) /I ..,.p(te2»
3. If E is of the form te, - te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then .p(E) = .p(te,) /I ..,.p(te2)
4. If E is of the form te, D<I te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then .p(E)
.p(te,) /I .p(te2)

=

5. If E is of the form te it ii where a" . .. , an E AN and te is a table expression
then .p(E)
.p(te)f(a)

=

6. If E is of the form q(tej rl) where te is a table expression and rl is a relational logical
expression
then .p(E) = .p(te) I rl
7. If E is of the form p(tej[ii\a]) where a" ... ,an,b" ... ,bn E AN and te is a table
expression
then .p(E) = .p(te)[b\ a]
Let J' be the interpretation given to the table expressions and I' the interpretation of the
schema expressions. The environment of the table expressions is given by the interpretation
function j of the Rbase and that of the schema expressions by the interpretation function i
of the Zbase. The function .p has the properties that each attribute in a table expression
becomes a variable with the same name in the corresponding schema expression, the domain
of each attribute has the same name as the type of the corresponding variable, and the domain
and corresponding type have the same semantics.

Lemma2 For each table expression te the following holds
1. A(te) = V(.p(te».

= VT(.p(te».
AV(te) = I' VT(.p(te».

2. AV(te)

3. J' 0
(We omit the proof)

0

Theorem2 For every table expression te, J'(te)

= I'(.p(te»

holds.

The proof is given in appendix G and uses induction on the structure of table expressions.

4.3

Summary

We have constructed a trivial total function F from Zbases to Rbases and a partial function ¢
from Zscripts to Rscripts such that for every Zbase Zb and every 'correct' Zscript Zs of that
Zbase Zb, the Rscript ¢(Zs) is a Rscript of the Rbase F(Zb). Moreover the function ¢ is such
that for every Zbase Zb and every 'correct' Zscript Zs of Zb, the semantics of the Zscript Zs in
environment Zb.1 is the same as that of the Rscript ¢(Zs) in environment F(Zb ).1, where Zb.1
is the interpretation function of Zb and F(Zb).I is the interpretation function of the Rbase
F(Zb). The other way around we constructed a total function G from Rbases to Zbases and
a total semantics preserving function .p from Rscripts to Zscripts.
It can be easily verified that ¢ 0 .p is the identity on Rscripts, i.e. for every Rbase Rb and
every Rscript of Rs it is true that ¢( .p(Rs» = Rs. Besides this, .p 0 ¢ is a subset of the identity
on Zscripts, i.e. for every Zbase Zb and every 'correct' Zscript Zs of Zb, .p(¢(Zs»
Zs.

=
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5

Conclusions

A simple formal semantics of Z, based on naive, untyped set theory, is developed. The approach
opens the possibility of a modular way of specifications. This is important for the reusability
of specifications.
In this approach the semantics of a schema is a possible infinite table. And there the link
with the relational algebra occurs. In fact Z turns out to be an extension of the relational
algebra, namely by implicitly defined tables.
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A

Mathematical notation
• r,
H
•

restriction

I is a function and A a set then I i

A = {< x, Y > Ell x E A}

0, function composition
H I and 9 are functions then log = {< x,g(J(x»

>1 x

E dom(J)

1\

I(x) E dom(g)}

• Ell
For function collections F and g with resp. domains F and G
F Ell g = {h I dome h) = F U G /\ h i F E F 1\ h i G E g}
Note F= G
FEIlg = FuG

'*

• n, generalised product

for a setvalued function F, fI(F) is defined by
mF)={f 1 f is a function over dom(F) and 'v'xEdom(f)"f(x)EF(x)}.

• The operator 00 is defined as follows :
If A and B are sets and T is a set of functions over A and h is a bijection from B into
A then Tooh = {t 0 hit E T}.
• ii is shorthand for {VI, ... ,vn } for arbitrary n.
• (ii) is shorthand for (VI, . .. ,vn ) for arbitrary n.

• [w \ ii'J is shorthand for
• ii: tis shorthand for
• ii:=

[VI \ WI,""

Vn \

VI : tl, .•• ,Vn : tn

tis shorthand for VI

:=

tl, ••• , Vn

w n ] for arbitrary n.

for arbitrary n.
:=

tn
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for arbitrary

n.

• setcomplement, for sets V and W, VC = W \ V .

• r, partial function.
B

Context conditions for a Zscript

The syntax rules have to obey several context rules. We only give some important context conditions, the obvious ones are omitted. We first introduce the functions V and
VT.
The function VT : sexp
(FN u eN u VN
TN') gives for each schema expression,
satisfying the context conditions imposed on the syntax, the declared variables and
their type. So, the function VT gives the signature for each schema expression. The
signature for a schema name s in a schema definition of the form s := se equals VT( se).
The function V : sexp
P(FN u eN u VN) gives for each schema expression, satisfying the context conditions, the declared variables.

r

r

r

W.r.t. schema expressions denoting operations, i.e. a schema consisting of input, output, state-before, and state-after components and a predicate relating these parts, we
state the following conventions:

- UD = 'set of all undashed variables in FN u eN u VN not ending in? of!'
(state-before components).
- DH = 'set of all dashed variables in FN U eN u VN' (state-after components).
- IP = 'set of all variables in FN u eN u VN ending in 7' (inputs).
- 0 P = 'set of all variables in FN u eN u VN ending in!' (outputs).
- The function basename assigns to every variable in FN u eN u VN the variable
stripped of its declarations (? ,I,').
The function VT is recursively defined by:
1. If E is a schema name s E sn then VT( s) = sgns( s).

tJ

2. If E is of the form (V:
I] where Vb ... , Vn E VARS , tl, ... , tn are type expressions
and I is a logical expression
then VT(E) = {< vl,S(td >, ... ,< vn,S(t n) >}
.where S(t) = t for a type name t,
and S(t) = tl ... tnto for t = to +- tl X t2 X •.• X tn.
3. If E is of the form SI IIS2 or SI ® S2 where 81,82 are schema expressions
then VT(E) = VT(81) U VT(82).
4. If E is of the form ~(8) where 8 is a schema expression
then VT(E) = VT(8).
5. If E is of the form s II where s is a schema expression and I is a logical expression
then VT(E) = VT(s).
6. If E is of the form sr(v) where VI,'" ,Vn E VN and s is a schema expression
then VT(E) = VT(s) 1 v.
7. If E is of the form s \ (v) where VI, . .. , Vn E VN and 8 is a schema expression
then VT(E) = VT(s) 1 V".
8. If E is of the form 8[Ui \ VJ where VI,' .• , V n , WI, • •• , Wn E VN and 8 is a schema
expression and {VI, ... , Vn } = dom(VT( 8))
then VT(E) = VT(8) 0 h
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where h is the bijection from
~ i ~ n e h( Wi) = Vi

{WI, ••• ,

wn } into

{VI, •..

,vn } that satifies

\11

9. If E is of the form pTe 8 where s is a schema expression
then VT(E) = VT(8) 1 (DHUOP)c.
10. If E is of the form post 8 where s is a schema expression
then VT(E) = VT(s) 1 (U D U IP)c.
11. If E is of the form Sl ;» 82 where 81, s2 are schema expressions
then VT(E) =
(VT(st)l {v E dom(VT(sl)) n OP I
(3w E dom(VT(s2))nIPebasename(v) = basename(w))})
U

(VT(st)l {v E dom(VT(s2)) n IP I
(3w E dom(VT(Sl))nOPebasename(v) = basename(w))})

The function V is defined by: V(8) = dom(VT(s)).

Context-conditions
1. Each constantname in a constant expression must be a constantname in cn or there
must be a variable declaration in Context where the same name is declared as a
constant.
2. Each functionname in a term expression must be a functionname in fn or there
must be a variable declaration in Context where the same name is declared as a
function (not a constant).
3. Each variable declared in the schema Context must be in FN U CN and must have
a type of the form t or
to <-- t1 X .,. X tn where t, to, ... tn E TN and each such type name must be an
element of tn or there must be a type definition with the same name in the left-hand
side (of the ':=' sign).
4. Each variable declared in a schema expression being part of a schema definition
(not Context) must be in VN and must have its type in TN and each such typename
must be an element of tn or there must be a type definition with the same name
in the left-hand side (of the ':=' sign).
5. A term expression of the form f( tm) where f is a function and tm1, ... , tmn are
terms is allowed if f has arity n and for all i : 1 ~ i :'0 n the type of tmi is a
subtype of sgnF(i).
6. In a schema of the form [v : t I I] where VI,"" Vn E VN , t 1 , ... , tn are type
expressions and I is a logical expression the only free variables in I may be the
variables VI,"" vn, the elements of fn and the variables declared in Context.
7. A schema expression of the form 8111 S2 or 81 ® S2 where 81,82 are schema expressions must satisfy
\Iv E V(8t) n V(S2) e VT(Sl)(V) = VT(S2)(V) .
8. In a schema expression of the form s I I where s is a schema expression and I
is a logical expression the only free variables in I may be the variables V( s), the
elements of fn and the variables declared in Context.
9. A schema expression of the form s[Ui \ V] where s is a schema expression and
VI, ••• ,Vn , WI, • •• ,Wn E VN must satisfy the following conditions
a) {V1, ... ,Vn } = V(s)
b)\l1~i<j~n e

wiiwj
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....

10. In case of the operators pre, post, 0 and;» the schema expressions must denote
operations.
11. A schema expression ofthe form Sl ;» S2 where Sl, S2 are schema expressions must
satisfy
a) 'tv E V(Sl) n V(S2) 0 VT(Sl)(V) = VT(S2)(V) .
b) 'tv E V(Sl) n OPo
(3w E V(S2) nIP 0 basename(v) basename(w) VT(Sl)(V) VT(S2)(W))
c) 'tv E V(S2) n IPo
(3w E V(st}nOPobasename(v) = basename(w) VT(st}(w) = VT(S2)(V))

=

'*
'*

=

12. The variables declared in a schema either in the declaration part or in the predicate
part in a set definition or as a quantified expression, must be all different.
13. The names assigned to schema expressions and type expressions may not be in sn
U tn.

C

The semantics of Z

The semantics are given by the function J and the language to define J is based on the
naive, untyped set theory. Only the extension of the environment is explicated. Under
the assumption that all context conditions are satisfied the function J is defined by :
1. If E is of the form n where n is a name, and e is the environment
then Je(n) = e(n).
2. If E is of the form P( t) where t is a type expression
then J(E) = power(J(t)).
3. If E is of the form (tl x, ... , xtn ) where tl, ... , tn are type expressions
then J(E) = product(J(tl), ... ,J(tn))'
4. If E is of the form tl ..... to where t l , to are type expressions
then J(E) = J(tl) ..... J(to).
5. If E is of the form [if: i] where VI," . , Vn E VN and tl,' .. , tn are type expressions
then J(E)
I1({< Vl,J(tl) >, ... ,< vn,J(t n ) >}).
6. If E is a constantname c
then J(E) = J(Context)(c).
7. If E is of the form cwhere Cj, .•• , Cn E CN
then J(E) = J(c).
8. If E is of the form < c> where Cl, ••• , Cn E CN
then J(E) = < J(c) >.
9. If E is of the form < if: c> where VI, ... , Vn E VN and Cl, ••• , Cn E CN
then J(E) = < if: J(c) >.
10. If E is of the form f(tm) where f is a functionname and tmJ, ... , tmn are terms
then if f is a function in fn _
then J(E) = J(J). (J(tm))
else ( f is a function in Context) J(E) = (J(Context)(J))' (J(&.)).

=

11. If E is of the form v( tm) where V E VN and tml, ... , tmn are terms
then J(E) = J(v)· (J(t-:.n)).
12. If E is of the form {if : f/ I} where VI, ... , Vn E VN , tl, ... , tn are type expressions
en 1 is a logical expression and VI, . .. , Vn are the only free variables in I
then J(E) = {i: f(t) I J;;/$(I) = true}.
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13 .. If E is of the form tmi 0 tm2 where tmI, tm2are terms en 0 : E, c,~,~, =, >, <
then if J(tmI) and J(tm2) are both defined and comparable
then true if J(tml) 0J(tm2) is true
else false
else undef.
14. If E is of the form It 0 12 where 11,12 are logical expressions and 0 : /\, V, =?, {}
then the semantics of 11 0 12 is given by the truth table for three· valued logic.
15. If E is of the form ~l where I is a logical expression
then if J(I)
true then J(E)
false.
if J(I)
false then J(E)
true.
else J (I) = undef.
16. If E is of the form V[v : t I fj where v E VN, t is a type expression and I is a logical
expression and v is the only free variable in I
then iffor all x E J(t) : Jv/x(l) true then J(E)
true.
if for one x E J(t) : Jv/x(l) = false then J(E) = false.
else J (E) = undef.
17. If E is of the form 3[v: t II] where v is a varname, t is a type expression and I is
a logical expression and v is the only free variable in I
then iffor one x E J(t) : Jv/x(I) = true then J(E) = true.
if for all x E J(t) : Jv/x(l) = false then J(E) = false.
elseJ( E) = undef.

=
=

=
=

=

=

18. If E is of the form [ii : flI] where Vl, ••• , Vn E VARS , tI, ... , tn are type expressions
and I is a logical expression
then J(E) = {x E 0( {< VI,J(tr) >, ... , < Vn , J(t n ) >})
I JiJ/x~v(l) true}.
19. If E is of the form BI /\ B2 where BI, B2 are schema expressions
then J(E) = J(BI) ill J(B2)'
20. If E is of the form ~B where B is a schema expression
then J(E) = O(J 0 VT(B» \ J(B).
21. If E is of the form s II where B is a schema expression and I is a logical expression
and {VI, ... ,Vn } V(B)
then J(E)
{x E J(B) I JiJ/x~v(l) true}.
22. If E is of the form s \ (ii) where VI, ... , Vn EVN and s is a schema expression
then
J(E)
{x i if I x E J(s)}.
23. If E is of the form Br( ii) where VI, . .. , Vn E VN and s is a schema expression
J(E) = {x i ii I x E J(sn,
24. If E is of the form s[w \ iiJ where VI, .. " Vn , WI, ... , Wn E VN and s is a schema
expression
then J(E)
J(s)ooh
where h is the bijection from {WI, ... , w n } into {VI, ... , v n } that satisfies
VI ~ i ~ n • h( Wi) Vi .

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

The operator 00 is defined as follows :
If A and B are sets and T is a set of functions over A and h is a bijection from B
into A then Tooh = {t 0 hit E T}.
25. If E is of the form pre B where s is a schema expression
J(E) = {x i (OP U DH)C I x E J(sn.
26. If E is of the form post s where s is a schema expression
J(E) = {x i (IP U U D)C I x E J(sn.
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s"

27. If E is of the form 8, ® 82 where
S2 are schema expressions
then J(E) = {x (V(s,) \ SA) U (V(S2) \ SB) 1 x E J(s,)oohl' Ell J(s2)ooh;;'}
- SA={vEV(s,)nDHI3wEv(s,)nuD. basename(v)=w}.
- SB={vEV(s2)nUDI3wEV(s2)nDH. basename(w)=v}.
- h, is a bijection from V(s,) into B U (V(s,) \ SA) and
h2 is a bijection from V(S2) into B U (V(S2) \ SB) where

r

n,

(-) B is a set of names, Bn«V(s,)\SA)U(V(S2)\SB» =
I B 1=1 SA 1=1
SBI
(-) 'Iv E SA. h, (v) E B
(-) 'Iv E SB • h2(V) = h,(w) where w E SA and basename(w) = v
(-) 'Iv E V(s,) \ SA • h,(v) = v
(-) 'Iv E V(S2) \ SB • h 2(v) = v
28. If E is of the form s, >- S2 where s" S2 are schema expressions
then analoqous with the preceding item with the only difference that instead of
the state-after components and state-before components the inputs and outputs
are of importance.
29. If E is of the form 8:= se where S" ... , Sn E SN and se" ... , sen are schema
expressions

then J(E) = {< Si, J(sei) >11 ::; i ::; n}.
30. If E is of the form i:=

ie where t" ... , tn E TN and te"

. .. , ten are type expres-

sions

then J(E) = {< ti, J(tei) >11 ::; i ::; n}.
31. If E is of the form Context := se where se is a schema
then J(E) = {< Context, J(se) >}.
32. If E is of the form 8:= se, Context := se,t:= te where
81, ... ,Sn E SN, sel, ... ,sen are schema expressions
t" ... , tn E TN and te" . .. , ten are type expressions
and se is a schema
then Ji(E) = i U J(i:= tel
UJi/J(te)(Context := se)
uJi/J(te),ContextfJ'/J(.,)(se)
(8'.- se)

D

Context conditions for a Rscript

We introduce the functions A and AV.
The function AV : texp f> ( AN f> dn ) gives for each table expression, satisfying all
context conditions, the attributes and their domains, and is recursively defined by :
1. If E is a table name t E tabn
then AV(E) = sgnT(t).
2. If E is of the form te, U te2 or te, - te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then AV(E) = AV(te,).
3. If E is of the form te, M te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then AV(E) = AV(te,) U AV(te2).
4. If E is of the form te 11' if where a" . .. , an E AN and te is a table expression
then AV(E) = AV(te) i1".

r
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5. If E is of the form er( te; rl) where te is a table expression and rl is a relational
logical expression
then AV(E) AV(te).

=

6. If E is of the form pete; [b\ a]) where a" .. . , an, b" ... , bn E AN and te is a table
expression
then AV(E) = AV(te) 0 h
where h is the bijection from {b" ... , bn } into {a" ... , an} that satisfies
VI :::: i :::: n • h(bi ) = Vi
The function A : texp f> P(AN) gives for each table expression te, satisfying all context
conditions, its attributes and is defined by :
A(te) = dom(AV(te))
Context conditions
1. A table expression of the form te, U te2 or te, -

te2 where te" te2 are table
expressions must satisfy
AV(tet) = AV(te2).
2. In a table expression of the form er(te; rl) where te is a table expression and rl is a
relational logical expression only the attributes A(te) are allowed to be free in rl.
3. A table expression of the form pete; [b\ a]) where te is a table expression and
a" ... , an, b" . .. , bn E AN must satisfy
a) {a" ... ,an } A(te)
b) VI :::: i < j :::: n • bi ~ bj
4. the names assigned to table expressions must be disjoint to tabn.

=

E

The semantics of the relational algebra

The semantics are given by the function J and the language to define J is based on
naive, untyped settheory. Under the assumption that all context condition are satisfied
the function J is defined by :
1. If E is of the form n where n is a name, and e is the environment

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

then Je(E) = e(n).
If E is of the form tm, 0 tm2 where tm" tm2 are terms and 0 : ::::,~, =, >, <
then if J(tmt) and J(tm2) are both defined and comparable
then true if J(tm,) 0J(tm2) is true
else false
else undef.
If E is of the form 1,012 where 1,,12 are logical expressions and 0: A,V,*,~
then the semantics of It 0 12 is given by the the truth table for three-valued logic.
If E is of the form te, U te2 where tet, te2 are table expressions
then J(E) = J(tet) U J(te2)'
If E is of the form te, - te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then J(E) = J(te,) \ J(te2)'
If E is of the form te, ~ te2 where te" te2 are table expressions
then J(E) = J(t,) Ell J(t2)'
If E is of the form te -n- a where at, ... , an E AN and te is a table expression
then J(E) = {x i a I x E J(te)}.
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8. If E is of the form cr(te; rl) where te is a table expression and rl is a relational
logical expression and {al, . .. , an} = A( te)
then J(E) = {x E J(te) 1 Ja/x~a(rl) = true}.
9. If E is of the form p(te;[b\aJ) where al, ... ,an ,br, ... ,bn E AN and te is a table
expression
then J( E) = J( te )ooh
where h is the bijection from {b l , ... , bn } into {al"'" an} that satisfies
\11 :0; ; :0; n • h( b;) = a.
10. If E is of the form t:= te where tl, ... ,tn E TABN and tel, ... ,ten are table
expressions

then Jj(E)

F

,.

= j U{< t.,te. >11 :0; ; :0; n}.

Proof of theoreml

Proof With induction to the structure of schema expressions
1. If E is a schema name s Esn then

JI(</>(S))
=%E1%

j(s)
=%i(8) = j(s)%
;(s)

=%C1%

I'(s)
2. If E is of the form SI 1\ S2 where
J' ( </>( sr)

i)q

S1,

S2 are schema expressions then

</>( S2))

=%E6, \Iv E V(sr) n V(S2)' VT(SI)(V) = VT(S2)(V) so by Lemma1

% \Iv E A(</>(SI)) n A(</>(S2))' AV(</>(SI))(V) = AV(</>(S2))(V)%
J ' (</>(SI)) Ell JI(</>(S2))}
=%Lemma1, I.H.%

=%C19 %
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3. If E is of the form

~s

where s is a schema expression then

J'(txI {d(v: VT(8)(V)) I v E V(s)} - 4>(s))
=%E5%

J'(txI {d(v: VT(s)(v)) I v E V(s)}) \ J'(4)(8))
=%E6%

rr({< v,J'(AV(d(v: VT(s)(v)))(v)) >1 v E V(s)}) \ J'(4)(s))
=%Lemma!, I.H., calculus %

rr(I' 0 VT(s)) \ ['(s)
=%C20 %

4. If E is of the form 8 I ri where s is a schema expression and ri is a relational logical
expression and {Vt, ... ,vn } = V(8) then
J' (a( 4>( s); ri)
=%E8, by Lemma! {Vt, ... , vn } = A(4)(s)) %
{x E J'(4)(s)) I J~/x7v(rl) = true}

=%ri is a relational logical expression, I.H. %
{x E 1'(8) I [~/x7v(ri) = true}
=%C2! %
['(s I ri)

r(

5. If E is of the form s v) where Vt, ... ,Vn E VN and s is a schema expression then

J'(4)(s) 11" v)
=%E7, by Lemma! A(4)(s)) = V(s) %

{x i

v I x E J'(4)(s))}

=% I.H., Lemma! %
{x

i vi x

E 1'(8)}

23

=%C22 %

['(8r(ii))
6. If E is of the form 8
then analogous to 5.

\

(ii) where

7. If E is of the form 8[tii\
expression then

itJ

where

Vb ••• , Vn

E VN and

Vb ... ,vn,Wt, •.. ,Wn

8

is a schema expression

E VN and 8 is a schema

J'(p(¢(8)); [tii\ itJ))
=%E8, Lemma! %

J' (¢( 8 )Jooh
=% I.H. %

J'(8)ooh
=% C24 %

J'(8[tii\

itJ)

8. If E is of the form pre 8 where 8 is a schema expression then analogous to 5.
9. If E is of the form post 8 where 8 is a schema expression then analogous to 5.
!O. If E is of the form 8t ® 82 where 8t, 82 are schema expressions then
Let htv = [ht{v) \ itJ
Let h2 v = [h 2 (z) \ ZJ
Let W = (V(st) \ SA) U (V(82) \ SB)

=%E8, E6,
% '<Iv E VeSt) n V(S2). VT(st)(V) = VT(S2)(V) so by Lemma! and def ht ,h2

% '<Iv EA(p(¢(8t};h t v))n A(P(¢(S2);h2Z))
%
• AV(p(¢(st);h t v))(v)=AV(p(¢(S2);h 2z)J(v) %
{x i W

Ix

E J'(p(¢(8t}; htv)) Ell J'(p(¢(82);h 2z))}

=%E9, def AV, def ht, def h2, Lemma! %

=% I.H., calculus %

24

=%C27 %

11. If E is of the form 8,
then analogous to 10.

~ 82

where

8,,82

are schema expressions

End of Proof

Proof of theorem2

G
Proof

1. If E is a table name tab Etabn then

I'(tab))
=%C1 %

i( tab)

=%i(tab) = j(tab) %
j(tab)
=%E1 %

J'(tab)
2. If E is of the form te, U te2 where te" te2 are table expressions then
I'H~1)!(te,)

"

~1)!(te2))

=%C19, VT(1)!(te,)) = VT(1)!(te2)) = VT(~1)!(te,)) = VT(~1)!(te2)) %

IT( I' 0 VT( 1)!( te,))) \ l' ( ~1)!( te,) "

~1)!( te2))

=%C19%

fl(I' 0 VT(1)!(te,))) \
=%VT(~1)!(te,))

(1'(~1)!(te,)) EEl 1'(~1)!(te2)))

= VT(~1)!(te2)) so
=%I'(~1)!(te,)) EEl I'(~1)!(te2))
1'(~1)!(te,)) U I'(~1)!(te2))

=

=%C19, calculus %

25

%

=%I.H., Lemma2%

=%E3%

3. If E is of the form tel - te2 where tel, te2 are table expressions then

1'('if;(tel) II

~1fJ(te2»

=%C19, AV(tetJ = AV(te2) so by Lemma2 and def VT

% VT(1fJ(tel)) = VT('if;(te2» =

VT(~'if;(te2»

%

1'( 'if;( tel» Ell 1'( ~1fJ( te2))
=%C20 %

=%Lemma2, I.H., calculus %

=%E5, calculus %

4. If E is of the form tel M te2 where tel, te2 are table expressions then

J' ('if; (tel) II 1fJ( te2»
=%C19, 'Va E A(tetJ n A(te2). AV(tel)(a) = AV(te2)(a)}so by Lemma2
% 'Va E V('if;(tel» n V('if;(te2». VT('if;(tel))(a) = VT('if;(te2»(a) %

1'( 'if;(tel» Ell 1'( 'if;(te2))
=%Lemma2, I.H. %

=%E6%

26

'5, If E is of the form te 11' a where al,' .. , an E AN and te is a table expression then

I'( .p(te)f( a))
=%C23 %

{x 1 a I x E I'(.p(te))}
=% I.H., Lemma2 %
{x

1 a I x E J'(te)}

=%E7%

J'(te1ta)
6. If E is of the form u( te; rl) where te is a table expression and rl is a relational
logical expression and A(te) = {al"'" an} then

I' ( .p( te) I rl)
=%C21, by Lemma2 V(.p(te)) = {al, ... ,an} %
{x E I'(.p( te)) I I~/x.i!( r/)

= true}

=% LH., Lemma2 rl is a relational logical expression %
{x E J'(te) I J~/x.i!(rl) = true}

=%E8%

J'(u(te; rl»
7. If E is of the form p(te;[b\a] where al, ... ,an,bl, ... ,bn E AN and te is a table
expression then

I'(.p(te)[b\ aD
=%C24 %

I' ( .p(te) )ooh
=%I.H.%

J'(te)ooh
=%E9%

J'(p(te; [b\ a]))
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